A COMPUTATIONAL METHOD TO EMULATE BOTTOM-UP ATTENTION TO REMOTE SENSING IMAGES
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ABSTRACT:

In this paper, we propose a computational model which is capable of emulating the expert’s bottom-up attention to remote sensing images. The bottom-up visual attention is a relatively primary step in neuroscience, and it can perfectly perform recognition if combined with context. Thus, efficient and fast bottom-up model is in need to give convenience to process context in following step. Our computational model well conforms to these conditions. The model cut down uncertain complication of visual attention by introduction of textons based on neurobiology and information entropy. First, our model processes images extremely rapidly while achieves relatively high hit rates. Second, our model provides rarity hierarchy by converting unique or rare visual attributes to number rare attribute for future processing. Third, our results provide size, shape and location information for the future context attention computation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, vast amounts of remote sensing data achieved by a great deal of sensory receptors, satellites and other instruments are ready to be processed in time, but the processing ability still lies behind. A novel and promising solution is to analyze remote sensing data automatically by emulating the experienced interpreters’ psychological procedures(Lloyd 2002). To meet such challenge, the first and the key step is to get the size, shape and the location of latent attentive regions efficiently during simulating, which relates to “visual attention”, a term in psychology.

Visual attention has not been thoroughly understood in neurobiology and psychology so far, but it is still get a lot of attention for its grand potential (Fabrikant 2005). Visual attention enables people to select most relevant information to ongoing action (Chun & Wolfe, 2001), and it will be helpful to interpret remote sensing images by focusing on the most informative places. Though there are not only bottom-up model like that of Itti (Itti 1998) but also models based on task-specific attentional bias like Tsotsos’s (Tsotsos 1995), it is not clear how factors concerning with tasks can be formally predicted or be incorporated into the mathematical model(Davies 2006). According to recent work on visual attention, the perceptual saliency critically depends on the surrounding context (Itti 2001), and the bottom-up model provides the crude data for future processing. Thus, the bottom-up implementation is the practical way and an important step to emulate interpretation. Itti and Koch depend on neurobiology to construct a framework for understanding of visual attention, such as “saliency map” to code stimulus conspicuity, “inhibition of return” to prevent from being attended again. Some psychologists have already attempted to employ Itti and Koch’s model to update aerial photogrammetry (Davies 2006). They prove that the distribution of visual attention is measured by the use of a relatively simple, low-cost method, instead of full eye tracking. Through the contrast among the prediction of model, experts’ and participants’ performance, the model’s results are more similar to experts than novices. The reason is that the low-level visual patterns guide experts’ attention, which means it is the important or special data that attract experts instead of the content. Some researchers employ Itti’s model to empirically assess the effectiveness of dynamic displays for learning, knowledge discovery, and knowledge construction based on the relationship of perceptual salience and thematic relevance in static and animated displays (Fabrikant 2005). However, the model does not optimally predict people’s visual attention (Davies 2006) and can not be considered a typical design solution (Fabrikant 2005). Even to relatively simple natural scene images, the model’s hit rate is not larger than 0.5076 and false alarm rate is between 0.1433 and 0.2931(Hou 2007). Furthermore, Itti’s model also falls to depict interesting areas accurately.

In light of foregoing analysis, this study is intended for detecting the size, shape and location of latently salient texture regions comprising a specific texton according to rarity based on neurobiology and information theory. We extract textons based on the grey level information at lowest cost; use the entropy measure to categorize the rarity hierarchy, which is one of key factors in visual attention.
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The paper is organized as follows. The study site and data is described in Section 2. The former methods are presented briefly and compared to the new one in Section 3. Result and discussion are shown in Section 4. Final conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. STUDY SITE AND DATA

One of our study sites are rural places located in the Xianghua Town and Chenjia Town of Chongming County in Shanghai, China mainland. Chongming County is adjacent to the East China Sea and situates at the mouth of the Changjiang (Yangtze) River. The area is flat, fertile land and characterized by complicated spatiotemporal patterns with architecture regions, rivers, pools, field, beach, sea and so on. The aerial photos were taken in December 2006; their resolution is 0.25m/pixel.

The other imagery tested in this work is taken on 22 February 2003 over Mount Wellington near Hobart Tasmania by IKONOS. It is 4-meter 8-bit multispectral (red, blue, green, near infrared) imagery. The imagery is separated into sub-images with 1280*1024 pixels to analyze individually in order to observe for observers in the most convenient way.

3. METHOD

Davies’s experiments involve a semi-focused visual search or change detection task, where participants are looking for anything unusual or different from anticipations (Davies 2006). We follow their key principle, unusual things are salient, and detect the unusual or different regions made up by the same texton. This section is divided in three parts: First, we introduce the psychological knowledge to derive our model’s fundamental. Second, we describe the metrics to estimate the rarity. Third, we review the classic Itti and Koch’s model and our former model based on it. Finally, we introduce the new model.

3.1 The psychological base of our model

Our model excludes colour and direction information from consideration. On the one hand, the Superior Colliculus (SC) straight correlates to the eye’s motion and one of Superior Colliculus’s tasks is to direct eyes to the arresting areas. The affluent pathway to spatial and motion have no ability of distinguishing colour and direction (M. MANCAS 2007). On the other hand, only conspicuous stimuli pop out and form the salient regions in human’s pre-attention stage. Itti refers that the salient stimulus should have unique or rare visual attributes over the entire visual scene (Laurentt Itti 2005). In intuition, it is also the salient parts that attract the attention of human observers in a given image and some researchers believe that the important components are unusual or rare (MANCAS 2007; Escalera 2007). Under such assumption, the results have little to do with extracted features, and only concern with the minority. The characteristic nicely fit with the performance of Human Vision System (HVS). A recognized example is shown in Figure 1 (Hou 2007) which comes from psychological patterns. We can observe easily the rare stimuli attract human attention without any psychological background. We develop our work based on the above two neurobiology rules. First, we turn the images into gray level, and then take histogram information into consideration and disregard the orientation information at the same time.

![Figure 1. Simple and clear saliency discrimination. The most salient atom is also the scarce. The curve is the rarest object in (a); intersection in (b); inverse intersection in (c). In these psychological experiments, the corresponding salient objects are as the same as the rare. A lot of psychological experiments demonstrate that there is a strong link between rarity and saliency.](image)

3.2 Quantification of approximate saliency by rarity based on textons

The distribution of visual attention to aerial photogrammetry varied greatly among experts and among novices (Davies 2006). The individual differences remain obstacles of the traditional psychological measure. An alternative way to detect the salient regions is to count approximate saliency estimation defined by Shannon entropy (Serigo 2007). The self-information contains an amount of information known to describe the amount of surprise of a message inside its message set.

Let T be the texton dictionary and T = {t_i, i ∈ I}, t_i be i-th texton, n_i be the number of t_i, N be the total number of textons, and p_i be the proportion of t_i in all the textons. Then p_i = n_i / N, and the distribution of textons is

\[ [T, p_i] = \{ t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_c \} \quad (1) \]

The self-information of texton is defined as I(t_i) = −log(p_i), and it describes the amount of surprise of a message inside the message set. In Itti’s surprise research results, the rare messages are surprising, so they draw people’s attention. The rarest areas comprise the same class of texton which correspond to the smallest amount. By information theory, the least amount often corresponds to the maxima of the self-information. We consider regions comprising textons with maximum function value is the most salient.

3.3 Classical Itti model and its modulation based on texture

Computational models of visual attention take some feature representation as input, and return a location on which attention should be focus. In Itti and Koch’s model, the image is filtered in low-level visual feature channels at multiple spatial scales, for colour, intensity, and orientation. The colour and orientation channels have several sub-channels, each of which generates nine-scale pyramidal representation of filter outputs with Gaussian smoothing between scales. Then the model performs centre-surround operations between filter output maps at different scales within each sub-channel. The results are feature maps, and they are combined into three “conspicuity maps” with normalization operator through across-scale addition. The
three “conspicuity maps” are summed into the final input to the saliency map and the maximum of the saliency map denotes the most salient image location. At last, the model deploys “inhibition of return” to subsequently bias the attention to salient places (Siagian 2007).

We generate the attentive locations based on Itti’s theory. The MATLAB implementation of this method can be downloaded from http://www.saliencytoolbox.net. All the images are downsampled to the maximum area for Itti’s method because the larger images will generate better results in our experiences. As figure 2† shows, the vertex of the red line is the centre of attentive location, and the yellow occluded curve point out the range of attention.

Although locations in the Itti’s saliency maps are more likely to be fixed upon by human subjects than random, the computation results seem of less meaning. A natural and well founded measure to detect salient texture blobs is to use the blobs as a substitute for the points; extract texture feature every 3*3 window; construct nine-scale Gaussian pyramids; implement Center-Surround, across-scale combination and normalization; combine these conspicuity maps and grade the ground objects; neglect the “Inhibition of return” mechanism (Chen 2007). An example is shown in figure 3. One of the shortcomings of this method is great computation consumption, another is it only detects several intermittent interesting regions.

Figure 3. Demonstration of the modulated model. The attentive areas are light regions. Although the results are of some meaning, the saliency ranks of most regions are still unknown.

3.4 Clustering textons

Textons, called as texture primitive, texture element and so on, describe the perceptually discriminating micro-structures in textured objects. The textons not only show excellent value in spatial arrangement characters, but also in vision characters representation. Textons are considered as the fundamental units of pre-attentive human visual perception even in natural images, as well as a discrete set which is referred to as the vocabulary of local characteristic features of objects (Zhu 2005). Furthermore, the pre-attentive vision is sensitive to some basic image features and is conjectured a pre-attentive stage to detect some atom–textons (Julesz 1981). These clues inspire us to use textons to emulate attention in our model.

The early texton studies were limited by focus on artificial texture patterns instead of nature images. Later, the dictionary of textons extends to include natural images and some textureless images, and the textons show promising potential to most images. There are two models to extract textons(Zhu 2005). One is the sparse coding with over-complete dictionary based on generative modeling; the other is the K-mean clustering based on discriminative modeling. The traditional K-mean clustering involves a set of filters, and at least the majority of the filters correlate orientation (Leung 1999). For invariant rotating and scaling, the traditional model also needs great computation consumption. The traditional method also set a lot of filters to achieve invariant rotating and scaling. The number of filters reaches 119; sometimes the image lattices need subsample by 4-8 folds (Zhu 2005). As for images without repeated distorted micro-structures, it is also unnecessary to follow the classic methods since the textons are distinct.

The texton extraction is the first and the most consumptive step, it should be implemented effective and efficiently. Aiming at retrieving simple and low-cost bottom-up attention simulation, this model abandons the orientation in clustering textons considering the principle of visual attention in neurobiology and the high computation complexity of the orientation.

Texton extraction in our model follows 3 steps:
1. The image is divided into a set of lattices. For each of the lattices, we calculate its texture features, normalize them and then form feature vectors.
2. The K-mean clustering algorithm is initialized by selecting samples randomly from the data set. Then the

† Note that all the images in the paper are chosen randomly to denote fundamental clearly. We do not confine the model to a class of specific problems.
algorithm is applied to these feature vectors to form \( k' \) (\( k' > k \)) centres. The \( k' \) centres should be pruned down by merging centres too close together or those with few data assigned.

3. The K-mean algorithm is applied again to these \( k' \) centres to form \( k \) centres to achieve a local minimum. These \( k \) centers finally constitute the texton vocabulary corresponding to the image.

4. Though results are highly relevant to the choice of \( k \) certainly, the method shows robustness and rapidness to our experiments.

3.5 Simulating attention in imagery by extraction of texton

Blobs constructed with a specific texton are considered as a homogeneous class; the connected blobs belonging to the same class are considered as an object. Combined with rarity quantification of saliency, we conclude that less area of regions with a specific texton, are more possible salient regions over the image. In our experiments, the rarity hierarchy is represented consequently by red, green, blue, dark red. From figure 4, one can observe that the size, shape and location of regions have been detected relative accurately and even the trivial ground objects are presented suitable. Though the pure rarity rank does not always accord to the saliency rank, the rarity will still help the future context attention.

![Figure 4. The attentive regions detected from aerial images. The rarity hierarchy is represented consequently by red, green, blue, dark red, dark green, dark blue and so on. The left image is the original image, and the right one is the result. The square pools with different colour are categorized together rightly; the pools and bank or fields are discriminated properly.](image)

It is hard to evaluate the performance of our model quantitively. If we record eye movements as usual psychological experiments, the position, instead of the sizes and shape, of attended regions can be recorded. Even though we only care about the position, the individual differences still impose great influence on the performance for the complexity of remote sensing images (Davies 2006). Hence, we draw a conclusion that it is impossible to define interesting regions’ saliency hierarchy precisely at least in the short term. We use the baseline of “region of interest” and saliency map for reference. If several regions connected, these regions are set the same index and considered as a whole region. If the region’s area is larger than a threshold \( t \), the region is considered as an attentive object. If the region’s area is smaller than \( t \), its neighbours in a circle with a fixed radius are considered as parts of a latent attentive object. The homogeneous regions merged together are not considered twice, but the heterogeneous regions merged together have right to merge their neighbours to form a new object again.

We take the labelled regions as the standard ones. If a region fall in the right corresponding range, the region is thought as “hit”. If a region is categorized in a false class, it is though as “false alarm”. The Hit Rate (HR) and False Alarm Rate (FAR) measure how well the regions correspond to human perception. They can be obtained as follows:

\[
HR_j = \frac{\sum n_{i,j}}{\sum N_{i,j}} \quad (2)
\]

\[
FAR_j = \frac{\sum f_{i,j}}{\sum n_{i,j} + \sum f_{i,j}} \quad (3)
\]

where \( n_{i,j} \) denote the number of objects from our model at \( i-th \) rarity rank of \( j-th \) image; \( N_{i,j} \), the number of objects at \( i-th \) rarity rank of \( j-th \) image by human perception; \( f_{i,j} \), the number of objects which are detected at \( i-th \) rarity rank and need to be excluded from in \( j-th \) image.

From the experiments, the HR and FAR vary from this photo to that photo. The HR is often larger than 85%; the FAR can reach 50% in the worst situation when set a bad threshold \( t \). Larger \( t \), smaller FAR; more complicated an image, higher FAR possibly.

Our results suggest that our model outperform Itti and Koch’s model in emulating interpretation. First, our results show a set of ground objects; in comparison, it is common that something trivial or less geographical meaning can be inferred from centres of their closed curves. Second, their results confine to the neurobiology and fail to figure out the more regions’ information such as regions’ category. Our model also inspires from neurobiology, but comprises more ground objects’ detailed information by extracting textons. Third, Itti and Koch’s results only give out the position and the possible regions instead of more detailed information such as shape and size. Therefore, sometimes their results contains a lot of redundant or heterogeneous ground objects. Our results contain a lot of important information beneficial to future interpretation such as size and shape. Finally, their model does not detect
homogeneous objects in turn, and this seems not accord with our interpreting custom; our model treats homogeneous objects at the same hierarchy.

It should be noted that this study has focused on retrieving more geographic information instead of attention sequence. We get rarity hierarchy not saliency hierarchy. In this point, Itti and Koch’s model is better than ours. However, the accuracy of their model’s attention shift is still under suspicion as told before. The inner reason is the mechanism of visual attention is still uncertain, thus any pure simulation based on present knowledge is far from satisfaction. The possible outlet is to combine the latest discovery from relative discipline, such as neurobiology and psychology, with the specific problems.

Figure 5. Some results of our method. (a) and (b) are results of aerial photos; (c) and (d) are results of IKONOS data. In each sub-group, the second image is our result and the third on is Itti and Koch’s. In our results, the most scarce regions, the red regions, are the most attractive parts; then the green regions; finally the blue ones.

5. CONCLUSION

We present a bottom-up model to emulate interpretation of remote sensing photos. We introduce textons to analyse images to apply neurobiological discovery. The results indicate our model is more likely to interpret remote sensing than Itti and Koch’s model. This model is capable of detecting ground objects and providing rarity for computing saliency hierarchy. According to the experiments, we confirm Parkhurst and Niebur’s viewpoint that texture attribute can contribute to the attention in a bottom-up fashion in neuroscience (Parkhurst 2004).

Because we implement a bottom-up model, the prior knowledge and context is unnecessary in this stage. We are now approaching to combine context with the bottom-up model to make sense the mutual relationship between the attentive ground objects in order to recognize them.
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